Summer Reading 2020

as recommended by

The School Library
The English Department
The Department of Modern Foreign Languages
St. George’s Students and Teachers

A book is a dream that you hold in your hands.

-Neil Gaiman
Dear St. George’s Community,

At St. George’s International School, we believe that reading is the key to unlocking a world of knowledge, empathy, and creativity. We hope that our entire community of students, staff, and families continues to read throughout the summer months.

This is a list of recommendations to inspire emerging readers to advanced readers of English, French, German, Spanish, or Russian.

Titles in *blue* are available in the school library and may be borrowed during the academic year. Titles in *purple* have been added to the list in June 2020. Titles in *red* have been recommended by students.

For research tips and internet resources, please visit St. George's library website at [www.sgislibrary.ch](http://www.sgislibrary.ch).

Read what you like and like what you read: classics or comics, history or news, science or fantasy, digital or print...

Just keep reading!
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Chalet (ELS - Year 2)

Contemporary fiction

- Octopus Stew by Eric Velasquez
- No Boring Stories by Julie Falatko
- Bear Came Along by Richard T. Morris
- Nell and the Circus of Dreams by Nell Gifford
- Is it a Mermaid? by Candy Gourlay
- It’s a No-Money Day by Katie Milner
- A Stone Sat Still by Brendan Wenzel
- You Loves Ewes by Cece Bell
- The Suitcase by Chris Naylor-Ballesteros
- Layla’s Happiness by Mariahdessa Ekere Tallie
- The Proudest Blue by Ibtihaj Muhammad
- The Very Impatient Caterpillar by Ross Burach
- The Ammuchi Puchi by Mannivannan
- Thank You Omu by Oge Mora
- Saturday by Oge Mora
- How to Read a Book by Kwame Alexander
- The Little Guys by Vera Brosgol
- Lion and Mouse by Jairo Buitrago
- Camp Tiger by Susan Choi
- The Scarecrow by Beth Ferry
- Birdsong by Julie Flett
- Field Trip to the Moon by John Hare
- When Aidan Became a Brother by Kyle Lukoff
- Puppy Truck by Brian Pinkney
- Truman by Jean Reidy
- Another by Christian Robinson
- The Quiet Boat Ride and Other Stories by Sergio Ruzzier
- The Phone Booth in Mr. Hirota’s Garden by Heather Smith
- Small in the City by Sydney Smith
- I Miss My Grandpa by Jin Xiaojing
- The Lost Cousins by B. B. Cronin
- After the Fall by Daniel Santat
- The Legend of Rock, Paper, Scissors by Drew Daywalt
- The Squirrels who Squabbled by Rachel Bright
● **Tad** by Benji Davies
● **The Donkey Egg** by Janet Stevens
● **Rescue & Jessica: A life-changing friendship** by Jessica Kensky and Patrick Downes
● **Your Mind is Like the Sky** by Bronwen Ballard and Laura Carlin
● **Oijichan’s Gift** by Chieri Uegaki
● **I Can Only Draw Worms** by Will Mabbitt
● **They Say Blue** by Jillian Tamaki
● **An Atlas of Imaginary Places** by Mia Cassany
● **Drawn Together** by Minh Lê
● **Jabari Jumps** by Gaia Cornwall
● **The Day You Begin** by Jacqueline Woodson
● **I am a Cat** by Gaila Bernstein
● **I Walk With Vanessa: A story about a simple act of kindness** by Kerascoët
● **A New Home** by Tania de Regil
● **The Wall in the Middle of the Book** by Jon Agee
● **Alma and How She Got Her Name** by Juana Martinez-Neal

**Classics**

● **Flat Stanley** by Jeff Brown
● **Horton Hears a Who!** by Dr. Seuss
● **The Cat in the Hat** by Dr. Seuss
● **Madeline** by Ludwig Bemelmans
● **Where the Wild Things Are** by Maurice Sendak
● **Titch** by Pat Hutchins
● **Alfie Gets in First** by Shirley Hughes
● **Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What Do You See?** by Bill Martin
● **The Very Hungry Caterpillar** by Eric Carle
● **Harold and the Purple Crayon** by Crockett Johnson
● **Where the Sidewalk Ends** by Shel Silverstein
● **The Velveteen Rabbit** by Margery Williams
● **The Magic Pudding** by Norman Lindsay
● **Winnie the Pooh** by A. A. Milne
● **Curious George** by H. A. Rey
Poetry
- *The Stuff of Stars* by Marion Dane Bauer
- *A First Book of the Sea* by Nicola Davies
- *Sometimes You Fly* by Katherine Applegate
- *In the Past* by Matthew Trueman
- *I Am Loved* by Nikki Giovanni
- *Twilight Chant* by Holly Thompson
- *Hidden City: Poems of Urban Wildlife* by Sarah Grace Tuttle

Non-fiction
- *Counting on Catherine* by Helaine Becker
- *Mary Who Wrote Frankenstein* by Linda Bailey
- *The Thing About Bees* by Shabazz Larkin
- *Hey Water!* by Antoinette Portis
- *Moth: An Evolution Story* by Isabel Thomas
- *It Feels Good to be Yourself: A Book About Gender Identity* by Theresa Thorn
- *A Million Dots* by Sven Völker
- *Planting Stories: The life of librarian and storyteller Pura Belpre* by Paola Escobar
- *Chasing Cheetahs: The Race to Save Africa’s Fastest Cats* by Sy Montgomery
- *Swimming with Sharks* by Heather Lang
- *The Fantastic Undersea Life of Jacques Cousteau* by Dan Yaccarino
- *Water is Water* by Miranda Paul
- *Kubla Khan: The Emperor of Everything* by Kathleen Krull
- *Beacon to Freedom: The Story of a Conductor on the Underground Railroad* by Jenna Glatzer

Français
- *Les dinosaures (Mes p’tits docs séries)*
- *L’espace (Mes p’tits docs séries)*
- *Les footballeuses (Mes p’tits docs séries)*
- *La Lune (Mes p’tits docs séries)*
- *Le soleil (Mes p’tits docs séries)*
- *Les pompiers (Mes p’tits docs séries)*
- *Les volcans (Mes p’tits docs séries)*
Les Jeux Olympiques (Mes p'tits docs séries)
Mozart (Mes p'tits docs séries)
Le désert (Mes p'tits docs séries)
La forêt (Mes p'tits docs séries)
Mimi aime le sport de Lucy Cousins
Préfèrerais-tu? de John Burningham
Le compte est rond de David Gauthier
Le grand livre de l’école de Richard Scarry
Emilie est invitée de Domitille de Pressensé
J’adore le jus de rat! de Christian Lamblin
Une drôle de nuit de Eric Battut

Russian

- К. Чуковский «Телефон» и др. стихи
- Б. Заходер «Никто» и др. стихи
- В. Драгунский «Смерть шпиона Гадюкина» (рассказ)
- С. Михалков «Про Фому» (стихи)
- А. Барто «Однажды я разбил стекло» и др. стихи
- Г. Остер «Вредные советы» (рассказы)

Student Recommendations

- We’re Going on a Bear Hunt by Michael Rosen (Year 1)
- The Journey Home by Frann Preston-Gannon (Year 1)
- Where the Wild Things Are by Maurice Sendak (Year 1)
- The Polar Express by Chris Van Allsberg (Year 1)
- Mon Chien de Gene Kemp (Year 2)
- Le Château Hanté de Stéphane Descornes (Year 2)
- First Encyclopaedia of Animals by Paul Dowswell (Year 2)
- Max et Lili (séries) de Dominique de Saint Mars (Year 2)
- The Nutcracker and the Mouse King by E. T. A. Hoffmann (Year 2)
Upper Junior School

Contemporary fiction

- *The Ickabog* by J.K. Rowling (freely available at theickabog.com)
- *Malamander* by Thomas Taylor
- *Lightning Chase Me Home* by Amber Lee Dodd
- *Winterhouse* by Ben Guterson
- *The Girl With Space in Her Heart* by Lara Williamson
- *The Dam* by David Almond
- *Runaway Robot* by Frank Cottrell-Boyce
- *Other Words for Home* by Jasmine Warga
- *Look Both Ways: A tale told in ten blocks* by Jason Reynolds
- *The Thing About Oliver* by Deborah Kelly
- *The Storm Keeper’s Island* by Catherine Doyle
- *Here is the Real World* by Sara Pennypacker
- *Bone’s Gift* by Angie Smibert
- *Smell My Foot!* by Cece Bell
- *King & Kayla and the Case of Found Fred* by Dori Hillestad Butler
- *Yasmin in Charge* by Saadia Faruqi
- *Snail and Worm All Day* by Tina Kügler
- *Juana & Lucas: Big Problems* by Juana Medina
- *Poof! A Bot!* by David Milgrim
- *Harold & Hog Pretend for Real* by Dan Santat
- *Charlie & Mouse: Even Better* by Laurel Snyder
- *Who is the Mystery Reader?* by Mo Willems
- *Child of Glass* by Beatrice Alemagna
- *Jack and the Geniuses* by Bill Nye
- *In the Mouth of the Wolf* by Michael Morpurgo
- *Pippa Morgan’s Diary* by Annie Kelsey
- *Short!* edited by Kevin Crossley-Holland
- *The Dog Who Lost His Bark* by Eoin Colfer
- *The Eleventh Hour* by Jacques Goldstyn
- *Miraculous Miranda* by Siobhán Parkinson
- *The Lost Magician* by Piers Torday
- *The Umbrella Mouse* by Anna Fargher
- *The Boy at the Back of the Class* by Onjali Q. Raúf
- *Louisiana’s Way Home* by Kate DiCamillo
● The Book of Boy by Catherine Gilbert Murdock
● The Mad Wolf’s Daughter by Diane Magras
● Bob by Wendy Mass
● A Boy Called Bat by Elana K. Arnold

Classics
● The Secret Garden by Frances Hodgson Burnett
● My Father’s Dragon by Ruth Stiles Gannett
● The Phantom Tollbooth by Norton Juster
● Charlotte’s Web by E.B. White
● Pippi Longstocking by Astrid Lindgren
● Treasure Island by Robert Louis Stevenson
● James and the Giant Peach (or anything else) by Roald Dahl
● Heidi by Johanna Spyri
● A Series of Unfortunate Events (series) by Lemony Snicket
● Little House in the Big Woods (series) by Laura Ingalls Wilder
● Five on a Treasure Island (or anything else) by Enid Blyton

Poetry
● Comets, Stars, the Moon and Mars by Douglas Florian
● Every Month is a Year by Marilyn Singer
● With My Hands: Poems About Making Things by Amy Ludwig VanDerwater
● I’ll Root for You by Edward van de Vendel
● Seeing into Tomorrow by Richard Wright
● Missing Mike by Shari Green
● Knockout by K. A. Holt

Non-fiction
● Hedy Lamarr’s Double Life: Hollywood Legend and Brilliant Inventor by Laurie Wallmark
● Smile: How Young Charlie Chaplin Taught the World to Laugh (and Cry) by Gary Golio
● Titanosaur: Discovering the World’s Largest Dinosaur by Jose Luis Carballido
● Two Brothers, Four Hands: The Artists Alberto and Diego Giacometti by Jan Greenberg
● *The Undefeated* by Kwame Alexander
● *Forces and Motion: Investigating a Car Crash* by Ian Graham
● *Everything Big Cats: Pictures to Purr About and Info to Make You Roar!* by Elizabeth Carney
● *DK Findout! Stone Age*
● *If Stones Could Speak: Unlocking the Secrets of Stonehenge* by Marc Aronson and Mike Parker Pearson
● *Guts & Glory: The Vikings* by Ben Thompson
● *If: A mind-bending way of looking at big ideas and numbers* by David J. Smith

**Graphic Novels**

● *The Dam Keeper* (series) by Robert Kondo
● *Max & the Midknights* by Lincoln Pierce
● *Peter and Ernesto: The Lost Sloths* by Graham Anable
● *Stargazing* by Jen Wang
● *Best Friends* by Shannon Hale
● *The Okay Witch* by Emma Steinkellner
● *Guts* (or anything else) by Raina Telgemeier
● *Click* by Kayla Miller
● *Dog Man* (series) by Dav Pilkey
● *Bad Guys* (series) by Aaron Blabey
● *Secret Coders* by Gene Luen Yang
● *Cardboard Kingdom* by Chad Sell

**Français**

● *Mortelle Adèle* (séries) de Mr Tan
● *Tom Gates* (séries) de Liz Pichon
● *Toto* (séries) de Frank Girard
● *Super Chien* (séries) de Dav Pilkey
● *Les enquêtes de Maëlys* (séries) de Christine Pompéï
● *Otto, autobiographie d’un ours en peluche* de Tomi Ungerer
● *Sfar Joann: Monsieur Crocodile a beaucoup faim* de Joann Sfar
● *L’ogre gentleman* de Praline Gay-Para
● *La montagne aux trois questions* de Béatrice Tanaka
● *Tour de Terre en poésie: anthologie multilingue de poèmes du monde* de Jean-Marie Henry
- Les contes rouges ou Les contes bleus du chat perché de Marcel Aymé
- Le rêve de renard de Keizaburo Tejima
- Moi, le loup et les chocos de Delphine Perret
- La pêche à la baleine de Jacques Prévert
- Le roi de la bibliothèque de Michelle Knudsen
- Affaires de loup de Pascale Trimouille
- L’Afrique de Zigomar de Philippe Corentin
- Le tigre bleu de Nicolas Robel
- L’oiseau de vérité de Jean Jacques Fdida
- Au creux de la noisette de Muriel Mingau
- Marie et le chat sauvage de Jacques Chessex
- Le voleur de chouchous de Pierre Bottero
- Mystère de Marie Aude Murail
- La princesse de neige de Pascal Nottet
- Spirou et Fantasio de Franquin
- Le génie de la boîte de ravioli de Germano Zullo
- L’ogre gentleman de Praline Gay-Para
- Comment Wang-fo fut sauvé de Marguerite Yourcenar
- Rêves amers de Maryse Condé
- Nouvelles histoires pressées de Bernard Friot

**Russian**
- А. Жвалевский, Е Пастернак «Бежим отсюда» (повесть)
- Даниэль Дефо «Робинзон Крузо»
- А. П. Чехов “Каштанка” (рассказ)
- А. С. Пушкин “Дубровский” (повесть)
- М. Ю. Лермонтов «Мцыри» (поэма)
- Станислав Востоков «Дети делают деревья» (повесть)

**Deutsch**
- Pippi Langstrumpf von Astrid Lindgren
- Nils Karlsson Däumling von Astrid Lindgren
- Von der Fee, die Feuer speien konnte von Franz Fühmann
- Die Suche nach dem wunderbunten Vögelchen von Franz Fühmann
- Vom Moritz, der kein Schmutzkind mehr sein wollte von Franz Fühmann
- Anna, genannt Humpelhexe von Franz Fühmann
- Die Olchi-Reihe von Erhard Dietl
Student Recommendations

- *The Guinness Book of World Records* (Juan Carlos, Year 3)
- *Minecraft Redstone Handbook* by Nick Farwell (Noah, Year 3)
- *The Bad Guys* (series) by Aaron Blabey (Rita and Maria, Year 3)
- *The Usborne Book of Crafts* (Neraiah, Year 3)
- *Max Finder Mystery* (series) by Liam O'Donnell (Alice, Year 3)
- *Star Wars: Absolutely Everything You Need to Know* by Adam Bray (Emilio, Year 3)
- *Captain Underpants* by Dav Pilkey (Dov, Year 3)
- *This One Summer* by Jillian and Mariko Tamaki (Sascha, Year 4)
- *Sonic the Hedgehog Saga* by Ian Flynn (Conrado, Year 4)
- *Unwanted: Stories of the Syrian Refugees* by Don Brown (Henri, Year 4)
- *Barry Loser* (series) by James Smith (Lucas, Year 4)
- *Slime* by David Walliams (Emilia, Year 4)
- *Dogman* by Dav Pilkey (Veronica, Year 4)
- *Harry Potter* (series) by J.K. Rowling (Sima and Malek, Year 4)
- *Dark Diaries* (series) by Rachel Renee Russell (Carolina, Year 4)
- *To be a Cat* by Matt Hand (Miraya, Year 4)
- *Story Dog* (Kamil, Year 4)
- *Amulet* (series) by Kazu Kibuishi (Irene, Year 5)
- *Escape Mister Limoncello* (series) by Chris Grabenstein (Hersh, Year 5)
- *Land of Stories* by Chris Colfer (Isabel and Polina, Year 5)
- *Friend or Foe* by Michael Morpurgo (Julio, Year 5)
- *It's about Ebola* by Mark L. Lewis (Isabel, Year 5)
- *Cool Clive* by Michaela Morgan (Alicia, Year 5)
Middle School

Contemporary fiction

- *The Ickabog* by J.K. Rowling (freely available at theickabog.com)
- *The Line Tender* by Kate Allen
- *The Girl Who Lost Her Shadow* by Emily Ilett
- *Allies* by Alan Gratz
- *On the Horizon* by Lois Lowry
- *Prairie Lotus* by Linda Sue Park
- *Clean Getaway* by Nic Stone
- *The Dark Lord Clementine* by Sarah Jean Horowitz
- *When You Trap a Tiger* by Tae Keller
- *The Blackbird Girls* by Anne Blackman
- *Nowhere Boy* by Katherine Marsh
- *Live in Infamy* by Caroline Tung Richmond
- *The Remarkable Journey of Coyote Sunrise* by Dan Gameinhart
- *Charlie Thorne and the Last Equation* by Stuart Gibbs
- *A Royal Guide to Monster Slaying* by Kelley Armstrong
- *I Can Make this Promise* by Christine Day
- *Lalani of the Distant Sea* by Erin Entrada Kelly
- *For Black Girls Like Me* by Mariama J. Lockington
- *A Wolf Called Wander* by Rosanne Parry
- *How High the Moon* by Karyn Parsons
- *Look Both Ways: A tale told in ten blocks* by Jason Reynolds
- *The Moon Within* by Aida Salazar
- *Other Words for Home* by Jasmine Warga
- *Genesis Begins Again* by Alicia D. Williams
- *Grenade* by Alan Gratz
- *The Mouth of the Wolf* by Michael Morpurgo
- *Whatshisface* by Gordon Korman
- *Ticket to India* by N. H. Senzai
- *The Girl Who Drank the Moon* by Kelly Barnhill
- *As Brave As You* by Jason Reynolds
- *The Epic Fail of Arturo Zamora* by Pablo Cartaya
- *Fish in a Tree* by Lynda Mullaly Hunt
- *Saving Winslow* by Sharon Creech
- *Nevermore* (series) by Jessica Townsend
● *The Sword of the Summer (Magnus Chase and the Gods of Asgard series)* by Rick Riordan
● *Grounded: The Adventures of Rapunzel (Tyme #1)* by Megan Morrison
● *Front Desk* by Kelly Yang
● *The Night Diary* by Veera Hiranandani
● *The Traitor’s Game* by Jennifer Nielsen
● *Ms. Bixby’s Last Day* by John David Anderson
● *Jinxed* by Amy McCulloch
● *The Last (The Endling series)* by Katherine Applegate
● *The Book of Boy* by Catherine Gilbert Murdoch
● *Sunny, Ghost, Patina and Lu (#1-4 of Track series)* by Jason Reynolds
● *Breakout* by Kate Messner
● *Five Kingdoms* (series) by Brandon Mull
● *The Miscalculations of Lightning Girl* by Stacy McAnulty
● *Serafina and the Black Cloak* by Robert Beatty

**Classics**

● *Holes* by Louis Sachar
● *The Outsiders* by S. E. Hinton
● *War Horse* by Michael Morpugo
● *The Adventures of Tom Sawyer* by Mark Twain
● *The Giver* by Lois Lowry
● *Bridge to Terabithia* by Katherine Paterson
● *A Wrinkle in Time* by Madeleine L’Engle
● *Are You There, God? It’s Me, Margaret* by Judy Blume
● *The Secret Garden* by Frances Hodgson Burnett
● *Little Women* by Louisa May Alcott
● *The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe (The Chronicles of Narnia series)* by C. S. Lewis
● *Black Stallion* by Walter Farley
● *The Story of Gilgamesh* by Yiyun Li
● *Totto-Chan: The Little Girl at the Window* by Tetsuko Kuroyanagi
● *Antigone* (Save the Story edition) by Ali Smith
● *Tuck Everlasting* by Natalie Babbitt
Graphic Novels

- *White Bird* by R. J. Palacio
- *Camp* by Kayla Miller
- *This Was Our Pact* by Ryan Andrews
- *When Stars are Scattered* by Victoria Jamieson
- *Best Friends* by Shannon Hale
- *Queen of the Sea* by Dylan Meconis
- *The Okay Witch* by Emma Steinkellner
- *They Called Us Enemy* by George Takei
- *Guts* (or anything else) by Raina Telgemeier
- *Sunny Rolls the Dice* by Jennifer Holm
- *Swing it, Sunny* by Jennifer Holm
- *Real Friends* by Shannon Hale
- *In Real Life* by Cory Doctorow and Jen Wang
- *All’s Faire in Middle School* by Victoria Jamieson
- *Middle School* (series) by James Patterson
- *Brave* by Svetlana Chmakova
- *Fence* (series) by C.S. Pacat
- *Be Prepared* by Vera Brosgol
- *New Kid* by Jerry Craft
- *The Unwanted: Stories of the Syrian Refugees* by Don Brown
- *Crush* by Svetlana Chmakova
- *Illegal* by Eoin Colfer and Andrew Donkin
- *Making Friends* by Kristen Gudsnuk
- *Fake Blood* by Whitney Gardner

Non-fiction

- *Free Lunch* by Rex Ogle
- *Torpedoed: The true story of the World War II sinking of “The Children’s Ship”* by Deborah Heiligman
- *All in a Drop: How Antony van Leeuwenhoek Discovered an Invisible World* by Lori Alexander
- *Killer Style: How Fashion Has Injured, Maimed, and Murdered Through History* by Alison Matthews David
- *The Roots of Rap* by Carole Boston Weatherford
- *The Young Adventurer’s Guide to Almost Everything* by Ben and Penny Hewitt
● The Great Pacific Garbage Patch by Laura Perdew
● The Scientific Revolution: How Science and Technology Shaped the World by Caroline Kennon
● Timelines of Everything: From Wooly Mammoths to World Wars by DK
● Positively Teen: A Practical Guide to a More Positive, More Confident You by Nicola Morgan
● Fight to Learn by Laura Scandiffo
● After Gandhi: 100 Years of Nonviolent Resistance by Anne Sibley O’Brien
● Pandemics: Deadly Disease Outbreaks by Michelle Denton
● Refugees Throughout History: Searching for Safety by Gary Wiener
● How the Internet Changed the World by Kaitlyn Duling
● Bio-Inspired Transportation and Communication by Robin Koontz
● Inflation, Deflation, and Unemployment by Laura Loria
● Privacy in the Digital World: Who’s Watching Us? by Ellis Roxburgh
● Arrivals and Departures and the Adventures In-between by Christopher O’Shaughnessy

Poetry
● Booked by Kwame Alexander
● Rebound by Kwame Alexander
● Cloud Busting by Malorie Blackman
● Enchanted Air: Two Cultures, Two Wings by Margarita Engle
● Jabberwalking by Juan Felipe Herrera
● Can I Touch Your Hair? Poems of Race, Mistakes, and Friendship by Irene Latham and Charles Waters
● The Horse’s Haiku by Michael J. Rosen

Français
● Qui a tué Michka? d’Irène Cohen-Janca
● Le bus 666 de Colin Tibert
● Issa, enfant des sables de Pierre-Marie Beaude
● Le Journal d’Anne Frank (en BD)
● La gloire de mon père (en BD - histoire complete) de M. Pagnol
● Notre-Dame de Paris (en BD) de Victor Hugo
● Le Tour du monde en 80 jours (en BD) de Jules Vernes
● Ulysse from Bagdad d’Eric-Emmanuel Schmitt
● Le journal d’une grosse nouille (séries) de Rachel Renée Russell
● *Journal d’un dégonflé* (séries) de Jeff Kinney
● *La dernière chance* de Robert Newton Peck
● *Vingt mille lieues sous les mers* de Jules Verne
● *L’avenir de la Terre : Le développement durable raconté aux enfants* de Y. Arthus Bertrand et al.
● *Protéger la Terre: Les grands enjeux de l’environnement* de J.-M. Billioud
● *Les vacances du Petit Nicolas* de Sempé et Goscinny
● *Le Petit Prince* d’Antoine de Saint Exupéry
● *Comme un roman* de Daniel Pennac
● *Chagrin d’école* de Daniel Pennac
● *L’école perdue* de Tahar Ben Jelloun
● *Le racisme expliqué à ma fille* de Tahar Ben Jelloun
● *La disparition* de Georges Perec
● *Une bouteille dans la mer de Gaza* de Valérie Zénatti
● *Les mystères de Paris* d’Eugène Sue
● *Pars vite et reviens tard* de Fred Vargas
● *Je me souviens* de Georges Perec
● *Lettres de mon moulin* d’Alphonse Daudet
● *La gloire de mon père* de Marcel Pagnol
● *Le Château de ma mère* de Marcel Pagnol
● *L’homme qui plantait des arbres* de Jean Giono
● *Fables* de Jean de La Fontaine
● *Un poète* de Jacques Prévert

**Russian**

● А. С. Пушкин «Барышня-крестьянка» ("Повести Белкина". Повести)
● М. Ю. Лермонтов «Демон (пoэма) »
● Н. В. Гоголь “Нос” (повесть)
● Виктория Ледерман «Первокурсница» (повесть)
● Наринэ Абгарян «Манюня» (повесть)
● Эрик Эммануэль Шмит «Оскар и Розовая дама» (пьеса)

**Deutsch**

● *Absolut keine Fangirl* von Emma Grey
● *Erebos (1 & 2)* von Ursule Poznanski
● *Pünktchen und Anton* von Erich Kästner
● Emil und die Detektive von Erich Kästner
● Das doppelte Lottchen von Erich Kästner
● Das fliegende Klassenzimmer von Erich Kästner
● Kalle Blomquist von Astrid Lindgren
● Ronja Räubertochter von Astrid Lindgren
● Die Brüder Löwenherz von Astrid Lindgren
● Mio, mein Mio von Astrid Lindgren
● Wir pfeifen auf den Gurkenkönig von Christine Nöstlinger
● Das Austauschkind von Christine Nöstlinger
● Am Montag ist alles ganz anders von Christine Nöstlinger
● Das Herz des Piraten von Benno Pludra
● Momo von Michael Ende

Student Recommendations
● Little House on the Prairie by Laura Ingalls Wilder (Kana, Year 6)
● Scarlet and the Ivy (series) by Sophie Cleverly (Teya, Year 6)
● The Last Wild by Piers Torday (Erin, Year 6)
● Murder Most Unladylike (series) by Robin Stevens (Annie, Year 6)
● Chronicles of Ancient Darkness by Michelle Paver (Archie, Year 6)
● Scarlet and Ivy: The Lights Under the Lake by Sophie Cleverly (Pola, Year 6)
● The Trials of Apollo: The Hidden Oracle by Rick Riordan (Denis, Year 6)
● School of Good and Evil (series) by Soman Chainani (Marlies, Year 6)
● The Giver by Lois Lowry (Max, Year 6)
● The Famous Five (series) by Enid Blyton (Lizzy, Year 6)
● Hetty Feather by Jacqueline Wilson (Emma, Year 6)
● The Ickabog by J. K. Rowling (Khanh Thien, Year 6)
● My Weird Writing Tips by Dan Gutman (Javier, Year 6)
● The Skylark’s War by Hilary McKay (Gabriella, Year 7)
● How to train your dragon (series) by Cressida Cowell (Sarad, Year 7)
● The Girl Who Drank the Moon by Kelly Barnhill (Mateus, Year 7)
● First Class Murder by Robin Stevens (Jonathan, Year 7)
● The Skulduggery Pleasant (series) by Derek Landy (Lucy, Year 8)
● The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes by Arthur Conan Doyle (Luca, Year 8)
● His Dark Materials (series) by Phillip Pullman (Tiago, Year 9)
● Assassin’s Quest by Robin Hobb (Marco, Year 9)
● The Time Traveller’s Wife by Audrey Niffenegger (Dasha, Year 9)
Senior School

Contemporary fiction

- The Ballad of Songbirds and Snakes by Suzanne Collins
- See Through Me by Kevin Brooks
- How Rory Thorne Destroyed the Multiverse by K. Eason
- A Curse So Dark and Lonely by Brigid Kemmerer
- Live in Infamy by Caroline Tung Richmond
- Machines Like Me by Ian McEwan
- We are Legion (We are Bob) by Dennis E. Taylor
- Aurora Rising by Amy Kaufman and Jay Kristoff
- The Kingdom of Back by Marie Lu
- Hazards of Time Travel by Joyce Carol Oates
- Jackpot by Nick Stone
- The Midnight Lie by Marie Rutkoski
- With the Fire on High by Elizabeth Acevedo
- Love from A to Z by S. K. Ali
- Kingdom of Souls by Rena Barron
- Pet by Akwaeki Emezi
- Watch Us Rise by Ellen Hagan and Renée Watson
- Dig by A. S. King
- The Downstairs Girl by Stacey Lee
- Heroine by Mindy McGinnis
- We Set the Dark on Fire by Tehlor Kay Mejia
- Forward Me Back to You by Mitali Perkins
- Girls Like Us by Randi Pink
- Opposite of Always by Justin A. Reynolds
- Thirteen Doorways, Wolves Behind Them All by Laura Ruby
- White Rose by Kip Wilson
- Frankly in Love by David Yoon
- There Will Come a Darkness by Katy Rose Pool
- The Candle and the Flame by Nafiza Azad
- Damsel by Elana K. Arnold
- I, Claudia by Mary McKoy
- The Hate U Give by Angie Thomas
- The Gentleman’s Guide to Vice and Virtue by Mackenzie Lee
- How the Garcia Girls Lost Their Accents by Julia Alvarez
- *Buffalo Soldier* by Tanya Landman
- *Ready Player One* by Ernest Kline
- *Killer T* by Robert Muchamore
- *Field Notes on Love* by Jennifer E. Smith
- *Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children* by Ransom Riggs
- *The Art of Being Normal* by Lisa Williamson
- *One Of Us Is Lying* by Karen McManus
- *The Book of Dust* (*La Belle Sauvage* series) by Philip Pullman
- *A Strangeness in My Mind* by Orhan Pamuk
- *Scythe* by Neal Schusterman
- *Turtles All the Way Down* by John Green
- *Lovely War* by Julie Berry
- *The Tattooist of Auschwitz* by Heather Morris
- *Running Full Tilt* by Michael Currinder
- *S.T.A.G.S.* and *D.O.G.S.* (series) by M. A. Bennett
- *Starfish* by Akemi Dawn Bowman
- *Ink* by Alice Broadway
- *Otherworld* by Jason Segel
- *Dry* by Neal Shusterman
- *New Boy* by Tracy Chevalier
- *Are We All Lemmings & Snowflakes?* by Holly Bourne
- *Pride* by Ibi Zoboi
- *Girl in a Bad Place* by Kaitlin Ward
- *Children of Blood and Bone* by Tomi Adeyemi
- *Furyborn* by Claire Legrande
- *Eliza and Her Monsters* by Francesca Zappia

**Classics**

- *Jane Eyre* by Charlotte Brontë
- *The Lord of the Rings* by J. R. R. Tolkien
- *Rebecca* by Daphne DuMaurier
- *The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde* by Robert Louis Stevenson
- *Don Quixote* by Miguel de Cervantes
- *To Kill a Mockingbird* by Harper Lee
- *One Hundred Years of Solitude* by Gabriel Garcia Marquez
- *The Great Gatsby* by F. Scott Fitzgerald
- *The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn* by Mark Twain
- *Animal Farm* and *1984* by George Orwell
- *A Tale of Two Cities* by Charles Dickens
- *The Count of Monte Cristo* and *The Three Musketeers* by Alexandre Dumas
- *War and Peace* by Leo Tolstoy
- *Ender's Game* by Orson Scott Card
- *In the Time of Butterflies* by Julia Alvarez
- *Things Fall Apart* by Chinua Achebe
- *Native Son* by Richard Wright
- *Doctor Zhivago* by Boris Pasternak
- *Gone With the Wind* by Margaret Mitchell

**Graphic Novels**
- *Harley Quinn: Breaking Glass* by Mariko Tamaki
- *Laura Dean Keeps Breaking Up With Me* by Mariko Tamaki
- *Cosmoknights* by Hannah Templer
- *I Was Their American Dream* by Malaka Gharib
- *Pumpkinheads* by Rainbow Rowell
- *Bloom* by Kevin Panetta
- *Kiss Number 8* by Colleen A. F. Venable
- *Simon & Louise* by Max de Radiguès
- *They Called Us Enemy* by George Takei and Justin Eisinger
- *Witch Hat Atelier* by Kamome Shirahama
- *Username Evie* by Joe Sugg
- *Spill Zone* by Scott Westerfield
- *Hey Kiddo* by Jarrett J. Krosoczka
- *Kindred* by Octavia Butler
- *On a Sunbeam* by Tillie Walden
- *Royal City* (series) by Jeff Lemire
- *Refugee* by Alan Gratz

**Poetry**
- *Ink Knows No Borders: Poems of the Immigrant and Refugee Experience* edited by Patrice Vecchione
- *The Poet X* by Elizabeth Acevedo
- *Voices in the Air* by Naomi Shihab Nye
- *For Every One* by Jason Reynolds
● White Rose by Kip Wilson
● Soaring Earth by Margarita Engle
● Introducing George the Poet: Search Party: A Collection of Poems by George the Poet
● Wildly Romantic: The English Romantic Poets: The Mad, the Bad, and the Dangerous by Catherine M. Adronik
● Tales from Ovid by Ted Hughes
● Shakespeare's Sonnets by William Shakespeare
● Long Way Down by Jason Reynolds

Non-fiction

● We Are Displaced: My journey and stories from refugee girls around the world by Malala Yousafzai
● Shout by Laura Halse Anderson
● A Thousand Sisters: The heroic airwomen of the Soviet Union in WWII by Elizabeth Wein
● The Great Nijinsky: God of Dance by Lynne Curlee
● Spies: The Secret Showdown between America and Russia by Marc Favreau
● Dreamland: The True Story of America’s Opiate Epidemic by Sam Quinones
● Appeasing Hitler: Chamberlain, Churchill and the Road to War by Tim Bouverie
● Prisoners of Geography: Ten maps that tell you everything you need to know about global politics by Tim Marshall
● Professor Povey’s Perplexing Problems: Pre-university physics and maths puzzles with solutions by Thomas Povey
● The Effectiveness of Alternative Medicine edited by Lisa Idzikowski
● Russian Revolution of 1917 by Sean N. Kalic
● Recasting Bourgeois Europe: Stabilization in France, Germany, and Italy in the decade after WWI by Charles S. Maier
● Showa: A history of Japan, 1953-1089 by Shigeru Mizuki
● Mao Zedong and the Chinese Revolution by Ann Malaspina
● Athletes, Ethics, and Morality edited by Martin Gitlin
● Junk Raft: An ocean voyage and a rising tide of activism to fight plastic pollution by Marcus Eriksen
● The Upstarts: How Uber, Airbnb, and the killer companies of the new Silicon Valley are changing the world by Brad Stone
- *Fortune Makers: The leaders creating China’s great global companies* by Michael Useem et al.
- *A History of the United States in Five Crashes: Stock market meltdowns that defined a nation* by Scott Nations
- *Fifty Things that made the Modern Economy* by Tim Harford
- *Politics and Journalism in a Post-Modern World* edited by Martin Gitlin
- *Capitalism and Moral Responsibility* edited by Lisa Idzikowski
- *Toxic Masculinity* edited by Barbara Krasner
- *Whistleblowers* edited by Anna E. Lindner
- *Sapiens: A brief history of humankind* by Yuval Noah Harari
- *Darwin’s Dangerous Idea: Evolution and the meanings of life* by Daniel C. Dennett
- *Factfulness* by Hans Rosling
- *Thinking, Fast and Slow* by Daniel Kahneman
- *We Have No Idea: A guide to the unknown universe* by Jorge Cham
- *Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance: An inquiry into values* by Robert M. Pirsig

**Français**

- *La métamorphose* de Franz Kafka
- *La tresse* de Laetitia Colombani
- *Le Journal d’Anne Frank* (en BD)
- *La gloire de mon père* (en BD - histoire complète) de Marcel Pagnol
- *Notre-Dame de Paris* (en BD) de Victor Hugo
- *Le Tour du monde en 80 jours* (en BD) de Jules Verne
- *Ulysse from Bagdad* de Éric-Emmanuel Schmitt
- *Hunger Games* (séries) de Suzanne Collins
- *Riverdale* (séries) de Micol Ostow
- *La sélection* (séries) de Kiera Cass
- *Alex Rider* (séries) d’Anthony Horowitz
- *Coeur Grenadine* de Kristina Springer
- *Ghost* de Jason Reynolds
- *13 Reasons Why* de Jay Asher
- *L’île mystérieuse, Voyage au centre de la Terre* de Jules Verne
- *Les fourmis, l’arbre des possibles* de Bernard Weber
- *Les Misérables* de Victor Hugo
- *Comme un roman* de Daniel Pennac
● Chagrin d’école de Daniel Pennac
● La disparition de Georges Perec
● Une bouteille dans la mer de Gaza de Valérie Zénatti
● Pars vite et reviens tard de Fred Vargas
● Les mystères de Paris d’Eugène Sue
● Je me souviens de Georges Perec

Espagnol
● Campos de fresas por Jordi Sierra i Fabra
● El coronel no tiene quien le escriba por Gabriel García Márquez
● Tan veloz como el deseo por Laura Esquivel
● El libro de los rostros por Ana Alonso
● La boca del infierno por Rocío Rueda
● Relato de un naufrago por Gabriel García Márquez
● Como agua para chocolate por Laura Esquivel

Deutsch
● Der Schicksal ist ein mieser Verrater von John Green
● Wir Kinder vom Bahnhof Zoo von Kai Hermann et al.
● Save me von Mona Kasten
● Die Welle von Morton Rhue
● Das letzte Einhorn und Zwei Herzen von Peter S. Beagle
● Der Kleine Prinz von Antoine de Saint-Exupery
● Anna Frank Tagebuch
● Aus dem Leben eines Taugenichts von Harry Fröhlich und Joseph von Eichendorff
● Marquise von O… Das Erdbeben von Chili von Olaf Hildebrand und Christine Mersiowsky

Russian
● А. С. Грибоедов “Горе от ума” (комедия)
● И. С. Тургенев “Ася” (повесть)
● А. П. Чехов “Попрыгунья” (рассказ)
● Соня Вестергольт «Собака здоровья» (рассказы)
● Дмитрий Быков «ЖД» (roman)
● Рэй Бредбери «451градус по Фаренгейту» (roman)
Student Recommendations

- *Metro 2033* by Dmitry Glukhovsky (Alex Vladimirov, Year 10)
- *Circe* by Madeline Miller (Liya, Year 10)
- *CHERUB* (series) by Robert Muchamore (Clara, Year 10)
- *The Hound of the Baskervilles* by Arthur Conan Doyle (Philipp, Year 10)
- *It Ends with Us* by Colleen Hoover (Nicole, Year 11)
- *The Dead Zone* by Stephen King (Kiera, Year 11)
- *Death on the Nile* by Agatha Christie (Tabitha, Year 11)
- *Aperture Conversations: 1985 to the Present* edited by Melissa Harris (Yann, Year 11)
- *La Vérité sur l'affair Harry Quebert* by Joël Dicker (Yann, Year 11)
- *Pride and Prejudice* by Jane Austen (Sofia, Year 11)
- *The Sporting Statesman: Novak Djokovic and the Rise of Serbia* by Chris Bowers (Mikhail, Year 11)
- *Rocket Man: The Life of Elton John* by Mark Bego (Ben, Year 11)
- *The Catcher in the Rye* by J. D. Salinger (Emily, Year 11)
- *Persepolis* by Marjane Satrapi (Ben, Year 12)
- *Girl Meets Boy* by Ali Smith (Izzy and Luke, Year 12)
- *We Have Always Lived in the Castle* by Shirley Jackson (Chloe, Year 12)
- *Wuthering Heights* by Emily Brontë (Mia, Year 13)
- *The Remains of the Day* by Kazuo Ishiguro (Alessandro, Year 13)
- *Now You See Her* by Heidi Perks (Sophie, Year 13)
- *How to Win Friends and Influence People* by Dale Carnegie (Nayef, Year 13)
Language Learners by Level

A1/A2: English
- *Sing to Win* by Andrea Sarto
- *The Big Game* by Paul Shipton
- *Hachiko: Japan’s Most Faithful Dog* retold by Nicole Irving
- *Stephen Hawking* by Alex Raynham
- *Muhammad Ali* by Andrea Sarto
- *Stories from the Heart* retold by Jennifer Bassett
- *Charlotte’s Web* by E. B. White

A1/A2: Français
- *Mortelle Adèle* (séries) de Mr Tan
- *Tom Gates* (séries) de Liz Pichon
- *Toto* (séries) de Frank Girard
- *Les enquêtes de Maëlys* (séries) de Christine Pompéi
- *Super Chien* (séries) de Dav Pilkey
- *Le journal d’une grosse nouille* (séries) de Rachel Renée Russell
- *Journal d’un dégonflé* (séries) de Jeff Kinney

A1/2: Espagnol
- *El recuerdo Egipcio* por Mary Flagan
- *El sueño de Jorge* por Cristina Bartolomé Martínez
- *Perdidos en el camino del Inca* por Elvira Sancho y Jordí Surís
- *Aventura en La Habana* por Elvira Sancho y Jordí Surís
- *La chica del tren* por Jordí Surís
- *El secreto de las flores* por Jordí Surís
- *Trimestre maldito* por Elvira Sancho y Jordí Surís
- *El monstruo del rock* por Elvira Sancho y Jordí Surís
- *En busca del amigo desaparecido* por Maureen Simpson
- *El amor de Beatriz* por Maria Luisa Banfi, Luca Poli y Pablo Acebron Tolosa
- ¡Colegas! por Raquel García Prieto
- *Madrid ¡Me encantas!* por Cristina Bartolomè
A1/A2: Deutsch

● 4 Zimmer, Küche, Bad von Elisabeth Muntschick
● Das Lasagne-Desaster von Elisabeth Muntschick
● Das Job-Geheimnis von Christine Rettl
● Neuanfang mit Schokolade von Carolin Hinck
● Überfall in Hamburg von Felix und Theo
● Ein Basketballstar am Main von Andrea Maria Wagner
● Oktoberfest kriminell von Felix und Theo
● Raub im Kölner Karneval von Felix und Theo
● Die Bremer Stadtmusikanten von Alessandra Vitelli
● Berlin filmreif von Felix und Theo
● Und das nennt ihr Mut? von Inge Meyer-Dietrich und Susanne Haberer
● Die richtige Taste: Johann Sebastian Bach von Achim Seiffarth
● Das doppelte Lottchen von Erich Kästner und Walter Trier
● Falsches Spiel in München von Felix und Theo

B1/2: English

● The Wave by Todd Strasser
● The Giver by Lois Lowry
● Refugee Boy by Benjamin Zephaniah
● The House on Mango Street by Sandra Cisneros
● Kiss Kiss by Roald Dahl
● The Number 1 Ladies Detective Agency by Alexander McCall Smith

B1/2: Francais

● Hunger Games (séries) de Suzanne Collins
● Riverdale (séries) de Micol Ostow
● La sélection (séries) de Kiera Cass
● Alex Rider (séries) d’Anthony Horowitz
● Coeur Grenadine de Kristina Springer
● Ghost de Jason Reynolds
● 13 Reasons Why de Jay Asher
● Tout au bout des rêves de Isabelle Darras
● Dans l’œil du cyclone de Isabelle Darras
● Danger à Lyon de Pascal Thomas-javid
● Notre Dame de Paris de Victor Hugo
● Un cas hard rock de Christian Lause
● Sans Famille de Malot
● Maigret tend un piège de Georges Simenon

B1/2: Espagnol
● El viejo que leía novelas de amor por L. Sepúlveda
● ! Calla Cándida, calla! por Maite Carranza
● El diario de Val por Mary Flagan
● El burlador de Sevilla por Tirso de Molina
● Niebla by Miguel por Unamuno
● Fortunata y Jacinta por Benito Pérez Galdós und Kurt Kuhn

B1/B2 Deutsch
● Der Schicksal ist ein mieser Verräter von John Green
● Wir Kinder vom Bahnhof Zoo von Kai Hermann et al.
● Absolut keine Fangirl von Emma Grey
● Erebos (1 & 2) von Ursule Poznanski
● Kleider machen Leute von Gottfried Keller
● Die Räuber von Uwe Jansen und Friedrich Schiller
● Falsches Spiel in München von Felix und Theo
● Die Entdeckung der Currywurst von Uwe Timm
● Am Beispiel meines Bruders von Uwe Timm
● Heiße Spur in München von Stefanie Wülfing
● Drei Männer im Schnee von Erich Kästner
● Müller in New York von Felix und Theo
● Yildiz heißt Stern von Isolde Heyne
● Sophie Scholl. Die Weisse Rose von Achim Seiffarth
What are your teachers reading?

- Mrs Jefferis Jones: *The Body: A Guide for Occupants* by Bill Bryson
- Mrs Plocinska: *Eat That Frog* by Brian Tracy
- Ms Read: *The Testaments* by Margaret Atwood
- Mrs Bartimote: *Humble Pi* by Matt Parker
- Mrs Travis: *Educated* by Tara Westover
- Mrs Kling: *The Girl Who Saved the King of Sweden* by Jonas Jonasson
- Mrs Jupp: *Under a Mackerel Sky* by Rick Stein
- Mrs Allsop: *The Body: A Guide for Occupants* by Bill Bryson
- Miss Mayor: *Sky Runner* by Emilie Forsberg
- Dr Brooke: *The Peace of Wild Things* by Wendell Berry
- Ms Schibler: *That was Then, This is Now* by S. E. Hinton
- Mr Brodie: *The Silk Road* by Peter Frankopan
- Mr Jupp: *Worth Dying For* by Tim Marshall
- Mrs Robert-Charue: *Life Before Man* by Margaret Atwood
- Mr Hubert: *Some Assembly Required: Decoding Four Billion Years of Life, from Ancient Fossils to DNA* by Neil Shubin
- Ms Devereaux: *The Help* by Kathryn Stockett
- Mr Pritty: *Infinite Powers: How Calculus Reveals the Secrets of the Universe* by Steven Strogatz
- Ms O’Connor: *Tinker, Tailor, Soldier, Spy* by John Le Carré
- Mrs Gaudin: *Prohibido creer en historias de amor* by Javier Ruescas
- Mrs Romö: *A Long Petal of the Sea* by Isabel Allende
- Ms Walker: *The Starless Sea* by Erin Morgenstern
- Ms Blythe: *Pygmalion* by George Bernard Shaw